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The BTS concept. Photo Big Hit EntertainmentGroup with Big Hit Entertainment, BTS, often presents albums with special themes. Neatly, they represent songs that relate to a great concept that has been thought through carefully. Interestingly, following this concept, we can also see the development of the thinking group K-Pop. Because BTS albums
describe what's going on around them in real time. More, here's the concept in the BTS album, based on a summary of Coilk-Pop.Early in his career, this 2013 debutant band introduced a school-themed trilogy. This era is commonly referred to as the School of the Era, consisting of the album '2 Cool 4 Skool', 'O! RUL8.2?,' also 'The Skool Luv case'. In these
albums, BTS presents many songs that invite their listeners to realize their dreams. The group of seven also urged young people not to care about the social and educational systems in which they work. This was evident from the debut song called No More Dream. The song on the album '2 Cool 4 Skool' invites young people to look more at themselves to
see what they really want to do in this world. They then continued with the song 'N.O' from the album 'O! RUL8,2?'. This work insinuces the existing education system in Korea. It is obvious that BTS once again invites young people to realize their dreams. However, this does not mean that Jimin cs only discusses serious issues in the era of School. They also
talk about love, something that happens in adolescence. This can be seen from the Skool Luv Affair album and its repackaging version. The album's title track, 'Boy In Luv', describes a guy who is in love. This theme is also presented in the song Just One Day, which contains a desire to be on the side of your loved ones. Of course, this theme stands in stark
contrast to the serious and powerful concept that BTS introduced at the beginning of its debut. However, this shows that BTS doesn't want to get hung up on just one image. Moving to the BTS 'Youth' concept. Photo Big Hit EntertainmentAfter the Age of School, BTS briefly introduced the album Dark and Wild before moving on to the next era. The album has
a musical style that is still just as running in the School era, but says more about love. For example, songs such as Danger and the War of Hormones. Although both songs are still made in a strong musical style, they illustrate the band's desire to have a girl he likes. In addition, the album Dark and Wild is also filled with heartbroken songs such as Let Me
Know and Rain, as well as a song against haters called Cypher Pt.3: Killer. THE btS Youth concept. Photos: Big Hit EntertainmentTh past Youth era, BTS presented three albums, namely: The Most Beautiful Moment in the Life of Pt. 1, The Most Beautiful Moment in the Life of Pt. 2, and The Most Beautiful Moment in the Life of Pt. 2, and The Most Beautiful
Moment in the Life of Pt. 2, and Most Moment in life: Young forever. Through these works, BTS discusses youth and the keen feeling that one might experience in passing through it. This era can be called a turning point in the career of BTS. Their careers began to grow after winning the first Korean music event with the song I Need U, the title track The Most
Beautiful Moment in Life Pt. 1. Also, during this era, they represent a history framework that is still used before BTS later works. That's right, the story of seven young people with their own problems who can be happy when they step together.3 Switch to BTS 'Love Yourself'. Photo: Big Hit EntertainmentAs before, the Youth era isn't just the end either. After
releasing their final album, Young Forever, they returned with Wings and You Never Walk Alone, two albums moving on to Love Yourself. Through these two albums, they discussed the pain that a person should experience while growing up. This concept seems to be an extension of the youth era. This is evidenced, for example, by the album Wings. The
album begins with a song called Intro: Boy Meets Evil, which describes a man who fell in love with demons or temptations as a child. However, she could not avoid it because the temptation tastes so sweet. A similar theme is also featured in the album's title track Blood, Sweat and Tears. Interestingly, the concept was developed by BTS with reference to
some literature. One of them, from hermann's book Hesse Demjan. The development of history in the work is merged into a great concept for the history and visual effects of the Wings era. Afterwards, BTS introduced You never walk alone. It contains songs from the album Wings as well as several new songs. Among other things, songs such as Spring
Day, Not Today, and Extra Story: You Never Walk Alone. As the title presented comfort and reinforcement for their listeners. The message, one will never be completely alone in what he or she encounters. Because there will always be someone who will accompany his steps. Bts Boy Band received the Top Social Artist award. Photo: REUTERS/Mario
AnzuoniTos discussion of youth, BTS continued its course through the album Love Yourself. In this era, BTS re-introduced a trilogy of albums, namely Her, Tears and Answer. Slickly, BTS tries to convey the message of the importance of loving yourself. This can be seen from the album delivery sequence that begins with Her. In Love Yourself: Her, this
band, consisting of Jimin, Suga, Gina, J-Hope, RM, V and Jungkook, talks about the love of others. The message is also featured in the title track called DNA, a dance-pop song about doomed love. However, presenting the cheerful Her, they continued the concept with a dark Tear. Not just in the photo The visual effects of the album, the message of the
album is also visible from the lyrics of the song. Specifically, through the title track called Fake Love. This song that combines elements of rock with hip hop tells the story of people who suffer from giving false or fake love. A similar concept is also presented in the song Intro: Singularity. BtS 'Tear' concept. Pictured: V BTS Big Hit EntertainmentLagu tells the
story of someone who feels buried for putting his love for others first, not himself. However, BTS does not stop there. A group of seven presented the conclusion of the series Love Yourself on the album Answer. The answers BTS wanted to give were drawn since they released a video for Epiphany, before the release of the album Love Yourself: Answer.
Through this ballad, Jean, as the oldest member of BTS, sings about the enlightenment he receives. He realized that the figure he was supposed to love was himself. In addition, this message is sent via 'IDOL', the title track 'Reply'. With this crowded rhythmic song, BTS seemed to be shouting out its position. The group stated that it was proud of its status as
a Korean idol and that no one could prevent them from loving themselves. After finishing talking about the importance of loving yourself, BTS is back with a series of their latest album, Map of the Soul. This is the last era of BTS, which continues to this day. So far, BTS has just submitted one album for Soul Map. In April 2019, they released The Soul Card:
Persona as their debut album in the series. In the intro of the album Persona RM BTS sings the song Intro:'Persona, which contains questions about self-recem. The song led listeners to Boy With Luv, the title track on the album. At a V Live session in April, RM said it was time for BTS to talk about the minutiae of their lives. This was later translated into the
lyrics of Boy With Luv. The song discusses happiness, tangible BTS through little things. In the text, they ask about what happens on the day of a loved one. The lyrics of this song are clear in several senses, namely for fans or for their loved ones. After the release of Persona it is not yet known which album will release BTS. However, some fans have the
theory that they will return to present the trilogy. Fans attributed this to the personality theory of Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung, written on a board in the video clip Persona. In his theory, Jun argues that there are three elements in a person's personality: Persona, Shadow, and Ego. Fans wonder whether BTS will introduce the concepts of Shadow and Ego in
the next albums Map of the Soul. Well, if you like the concept Which one is ARMY? BTS itself will soon release the latest film, Bring a Soul: The Movie, on August 7, 2019. For those who want to watch this movie for free, let's join the nobar giveaway BTS movie with reels. Check out the link below, yes! Yes!
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